Oh Those Wildwood Days
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I would like to dedicate this story to my parents, John and Jane Quigley, having my mom and dad, grandparents and sister to share in the memories. I can recall the boardwalk at night, the ding, ding of the games people tried to win for the person they loved, the smell of Mack's Pizza, Taylor Pork Roll frying, the rides on Hunt's Pier, and the beautiful Merry-Go-Round and trying to catch that ring.

As I got older, my Wildwood days were shared with school friends and my boyfriend, who is now my husband of 41 years. Lying on the beach, I tried hopelessly to tan this freckled Irish skin. I remember the sound of the banner planes flying low over the ocean and the exciting anticipation about something great going on that night. My Wildwood days were the Fudgy Wudgy man and the newspaper callers “Get your Philadelphia Daily News!”, beach umbrellas, transistor radios, beach towels, and those memorable peanut butter and jelly sandwiches with a crunch of sand were my Wildwood days.

As the years passed I was lucky enough to share all of those wonderful things with my children and now my grandchildren. Last summer was the last time I could share those times with my Mom. She was 90 this year when she passed and I am ever so thankful she had one more of those “Wildwood Days” summers. With the fireworks, beach and boardwalk, and her family, my mom shared those days with us. The last beach photo of my mom is one surrounded by her family, another happy memory for us to savor. She spent part of every day on the balcony of the condo we rented overlooking the beach and the boardwalk. I will always remember the eternal smile on her face. I'm sure she was remembering her days as a child jumping the ocean waves with her dad and the times she and my dad danced the night away at the Starlight Ballroom. My parents shared those memories with us. I can almost see my dad swinging my mom under his legs now. That smile, oh how lucky I was that I could see it: a smile that was not only with her mouth but in her eyes as she filled all her senses with the look, sounds, smell and feel of those fabulous “Wildwood Days.”